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We prove in this paper that zero is the greatest lower bound of the 
ratios (dim R)/n for the algebras R of the title. (For n = 1, 2,. . ., K, 
is the algebra of n x n matrices over a field K. The exponent of R is the 
index of nilpotency of its radical P.) 
At exponent two dim R >, n must hold [2, p. 230, Theorem 5.31. At 
unbounded exponent zero had been shown to be the greatest lower bound 
of the ratios (dim R)/n [2, p. 230, Theorem 4.11. The result just quoted 
was obtained by demonstrating the existence of a 13-dimensional maximal 
commutative subalgebra of K,, 1.2, p. 2271 and taking tensor powers of 
this algebra. Maximal commutativity is closed under taking tensor 
products, but the exponent of the product algebra will, in nontrivial 
applications, exceed that of either factor [Z, pages 226-7, Corollary and 
Remark]. In the technique we will employ to obtain the result at exponent 
three, a maximal commutative algebra will appear to unfold so as to 
produce an infinite sequence of maximal commutative algebras; the 
sequence of ratios will decrease while the exponent of each algebra is three. 
In essence the proof consists of a double sequence of the algebras whose 
ratios (dim R)/n converge to zero. In Sec. 4 we discuss an example, a 
22-dimensional maximal commutative subalgebra of Kz6, the second term 
of one of the infinite sequences. We display its 21-dimensional radical in 
such a way that the lst, 3rd, 4th,. , terms of that sequence, as well as 
the second, are easily visualized. 
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We proceed to mention some details by which the announced result is 
obtained. Let M be the representation space of a commutative algebra 
R with exponent three and let P be the radical of R. Let q > 1 be an 
integer. In Sec. 2 we describe an operation cc = x(q) by which we obtain 
a commutative algebra R” = Rata) with radical S such that S3 = 0, 
S2 E P2, R”I.5 g RIP, and S/S2 is isomorphic with the direct sum of 
q copies of PIP2. The same operation applied to M produces an (Rm)- 
module Ma such that M”/M”S g MIMP, M”S2 g MP2, and MC”S/M”S2 
is isomorphic with the direct sum of q copies of MPIMP2. It is proved 
that HomRa(Ma, M”) = R” if ad hoc hypotheses are satisfied by R and 
M as follows (see Theorems 1.2 and 2.7) : Some elements of P are a dense 
set of linear transformations from a set of R-generators of M to a set of 
R-generators of a submodule N of M; (2) Nt = 0 implies Mt c IV. The 
results discussed in this paragraph are in Sets. 1 and 2. 
If the module Mu is faithful for R” and if the K-dimension of M” is 
j it is clear that Horn&Ma, Ma) = R” is equivalent with the maximal 
commutativity of R” in Kj. In Sec. 3 we show how to obtain the initial 
algebras R so that R and its representation space M satisfies the mentioned 
ad hoc hypotheses and so that each module M” is faithful for Rm; the 
algebras R can be chosen so that the limit of the ratios (dim R”(Q))/(dim Ma(Q)) 
is small, as required. 
Rings will be assumed to have a unity element and modules will be 
unital. 
1. SOME THEOREMS CONCERNING MAXIMAL COMMUTATIVITY 
If M is an R-module for a commutative ring R we abbreviate 
Hom,(M, M) to H(M) and write 
H(M) = R 
when H(M) consists only of multiplications r* 
by elements Y E R. We shall use the preceding notations without further 
comment. The formula, H(M) = R, needs no apology when M is faithful. 
Clearly, when the commutative ring R is represented faithfully on an 
n-dimensional K-space M (K a field), R is a maximal commutative 
subalgebra of K, if and only if H(M) = R. The following theorem is 
easily proved : 
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THEOREM 1.1. If M is a cyclic mod&e for a commutative ring R, theva 
H(M) = R. 
Definition and Remark. Let xi,. . , x~, yi,. . . , _vd be elements of an 
R-module M and let yij E R, 1 < i < m, 1 < j < d. We say that {yij} 
is dense for the pair ({xi,. . , x,~}, {yi,. . . , yd}) if and only if 
X,Yij = S&Yj. 
We also say that R is dense for the pair if the equalities hold for some 
elements yij E R. Clearly, the density of R for the above pair implies 
that Hom,(z xiR, 2 y,R) = R. 
THEORER~ 1.2. Let R be a commutative r&g and let M be an R-module 
having a proper submodule N + 0. Let x1,. . . , x,, yi,. . . , yd be elements 
of M, such that M = 2 xiR and N = 2 yiR. Let R have md elements 
rij, 1 < i < m, 1 < j < d, such that {rij} is dense for the pair ({x1,. . . , x~}, 
{Yi?. . .) Yd)). A ssume that if t E R and if y,t = * ’ ’ = y,& = 0, then Mt 
is contained in N. Then H(M) = R. 
Proof. Let f E H(M). For some elements cij E R we may write f(xi) = 
c xicij. Foro = 1,. . ., a’ and j = 2,. . ., m, f(y,) = f(x,r,,) = f(xjrj6) = 
(C %%c)%7 = ( c &&ja)~ic7 = ~l~loCl1 = XEYj,Cjj = Y&11 = yocjj, and 
we have proved that 
Y&ii - Cjj) = 0; o = 1,. . .,d, j = 2,. . . , m. 
If u#b and if a=l,...,d, then O=XJ~,,, so that O=f(x,)Ygo= 
c xic,jylW = .~&,5Y40 = Y&,4. From Y~c,~ = 0, 1 < o < d, 1 < tc < 
p < m, and from the displayed equalities we deduce that 
Mc,~ E N, for cc f p; M(c,, - cij) c A7, 1 <i<m. 
Thus, if c = cii and if g = f - c*, theng E Hom,(M, N). By the preceding 
remark g = v* for some VE R, and we have proved that f = (c + v)*, as 
required. n 
2. THE CONSTRUCTION OF Ma(*) AND Ra(*) 
Let M be an additive abelian group with subgroups M, and M, such 
that MxM,IM,zJO. Forq= 1,2,..., let Ma=M”(“) consist of all 
q-tuples (xi,. . , x,) of elements of M, such that 
xi = xi modulo M,, j = 2,. . .) q, 
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with equality defined by (xr,. . , xp) = (yi,. . . , y,) if and only if 
&=cyi; xi-yi~M,, i=l,..., q. 
It is easily verified that componentwise addition is well-defined. Evidently, 
the elements of Ma in the form (x1, 0,. . . , 0) with x1 E M, form a subgroup 
of 211” isomorphic with Mz. Clearly, any element of Ma having 4 - 1 
zero entries, while the remaining entry is xr E M,, is equal to (x1, 0,. . . , 0). 
By abuse of language N” will denote the subgroup of ME consisting 
of all admissible q-tuples whose entries belong to the subgroup N of M. 
By the preceding paragraph Mz” is isomorphic with Mz, and by the obvious 
map M,“/M2” can be proved isomorphic with the direct sum of q copies 
of M1/M2. 
Clearly, the elements of Ma may be put in the form (t + x1,. . . , t + x,), 
where t E M and xi E M,, i = 1,. . . , q. Evidently, Ma/M,@ 2 M/M,. The 
following Proposition summarizes what we have proved. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. Ma is a group with subgroup Mz” 2 M, and factor 
group M”/Mla r M/M,. M,“/M,* is isomorphic to the direct sum of q 
copies of Ml/M,. For i = 1,. . ., q let .Si denote the set of q-tuples zejhich have 
their ith entries in M, and have zero as their remaining entries. Then 
Mz” 2 M, g S1 = . . . = S,. 
(A,) When (A,) is assumed, R will denote a ring with ideals R, and 
R,, such that R 5) R, 3 Ri, I 0 and R,R, = R,R, = 0. M will denote 
an R-module with submodules Ml and Ms, such that M 3 Ml 3 M, 3 0, 
MR, c Ml, MR, G M,, and M,R, = M,R, = 0. 
Remark 2.2. Let (A,) hold and let Mu and R” be the groups obtained 
from the additive groups M and R, respectively. We consider the assign- 
ment mr = (mrr,,. . ., m4rQ), where m = (m,, . . . , m,) E Ma and Y = 
(71,. . . > 7,) E R”, and show that the assignment is well-defined and that 
mr E Ma. We can write ri = b + yi with yi E R, and mi = a + xi with 
xi E Ml, 1 < i < q. Since MR, c M,, mini - ab = ayi + x,(b + yi) E 
M,, i = 1,. . ., q, proving closure. 
To prove that mr = 0 if m = 0, we observe that 2 mi = 0 and, for 
i= l,..., q, mi EM,. Then m,b + miyi = m,b, since M,R, = 0. For 
i = 1,. . .) q, we have miri = mib E M,. Since 2 m,b = 0, my = 0. To 
prove that mr = 0 if 7 = 0, we observe that 2 yi = 0 and that yi E R,, 
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i = 1,. . .) q. Then ayi + xiri = ari, since M,R, = 0, and for each i 
miri = ari E M,, since MR2 G M,. From miri E M2 and 2 ayi = 0 we 
have mr = 0. H 
Notation. For an element t of M or R i will denote the q-tuple each 
entry of which is t. For an element t of M, or R, t(j) will denote the q-tuple 
having t as its jth entry and zeros elsewhere, j = 1,. . . , q. 
PROPOSITION 2.3. Let (A,) hold. Then the group R” obtained from the 
additive groaq3 of R is a ring under component&e multi$&ation and R has 
the unity element $, where t is the unity element of R. Mu is a unital R”-module 
under component&se multiplication. If N is a submodule of M, Na is an 
R”-submodule. If R is commutative, so is R”. 
Proof. The ring R and the right R-module R satisfy (A,). Remark 2.2 
provides the essential steps to prove that componentwise multiplication 
makes Ra a ring and M” and Na R”-modules. Only trivial verifications 
are needed to complete the proof. n 
Remark 2.4. If R is an algebra over the field K, then for each k E 
K G R, A E Ra. Clearly, both Ii” and Mu are vector spaces over K. The 
isomorphisms of Proposition 2.1 are K-isomorphisms. 
(A,) When (A,) is assumed (A,) will be satisfied and the following 
modules will be faithful: (1) the R-module M; (2) the (R/R,)-module 
M,; and (3) the (R/RI)-module M,. 
PROPOSITION 2.5. Let (A,) hold. Then Ma is a faithful R”-module. 
R” is a K-algebra and Mu can be taken as its representation space if R is a 
K-algebra with representation space M. 
Proof. In view of Remark 2.4, the final sentence must hold if Mu is 
faithful. Let y = (si,. . . , sq) be a nonzero element of Rla. If, for some 
j, sj does not belong to R,, we must have msj # 0 for some element m 
of the (R/Re)-faithful module M,. Then m(j) is defined. Evidently, 
0 # (msj)(j) = m(j) . y. 
If each sj E R2, we have 2 si # 0 from (sr,. . , sB) # (0,. . . , 0). Then 
for some element t of the R-faithful module M t 2 si # 0, so that 
iy = (tsl, . , tsg) # 0. We have proved that Ma is (RI”)-faithful. 
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An element y of R” which does not belong to R,” has the form (a + b,, 
a + b,, . . , a + b,) with the bi E RI and a $ RI. Then wa # 0 for some 
element w of the (R/R,)-faithful module M,. Since M,R1 = 0, w(l) * y = 
(zw)(~) # 0, completing the proof that M” is faithful for R”. w 
Remark 2.6. Let (A,) hold. Let {yij} E RI be dense for the pair 
;,;I.& ;;rn;Jf;l. . J Y&)9 where x~EM, $M,, for i= I,..., m and 
8 >. . .I d. (Dense is defined in Section 1.) Then 
XJ$) = &iyj("), 
so that R” is dense for the pair ((gl,. . ., S,}, (ylC1), . ., ydtl), y1t2), . . ., 
y,(2), . . ) yl(“), . . ) yJ*)}). 
THEOREM 2.7. Let R be a commutative algebra over the field K with 
representation @ace M and let (A,) hold. Let R and M satisfy the hypotheses 
of Theorem 1.2 ami let the elements yii of that hypothesis belong to R,, as in 
Remark 2.6; Like&e let the elements xi $ M, and the yi E M,. Assume also 
that M, = MR,. Then 
H(M”) = R”. 
Proof. By hypothesis, if t E R and if for i = 1,. . . , d yit = 0, then 
Mt is contained in N. Let h = (h,,. . ., h,) E R” be such that yitY)h = 
(0,. . . , O),l<~<q,l\(i<d. ForY=l,..., qwehaveyih,=Ofor 
each i, so that Mh, G N for v = 1,. . . , q. Clearly, M”h is contained in Na. 
Let v EM*; thus v = (a + b,, a + b,, . . . , a + b,) with each bi E M,, 
a EM. For each i, bi = 2 xjsij with the sij E R,, so that biti) = c 3&‘. 
Let a = 2 xjtj; then d = z Xjfj. Evidently M” is generated over R” 
by {xl,. . ., a,}. Clearly, N” is generated over R” by the qd elements 
Y<(Y), i = 1,. . .) d, Y = 1,. . .) q, since N = zyiR. By the preceding 
paragraph and Remark 2.6, the R”-module Ma and submodule N” satisfy 
the hypotheses of Theorem 1.2, whence H(M”) = R*. n 
THEOREM 2.8. Let R be a commutative algebra over the field K. Let 
the radical P of R be such that R/P z K; let P3 = 0, P2 # 0. Let M be the 
represelztation space of R. Set RI = P, R2 = P2, Ml = MP, M2 = MP2. 
[Evidently, (A,) holds.] Assume that MP is faithful for (P/P2). For 
q = 1,2,. . .) assume that H(M”) = R”, c( = u(q). Then 
(A) the exponent of R” is three; and, if R and M have finite K-dimen- 
sions, 
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(B) R” is a maximal commutative subalgebra of K,, where n = dim Ma; 
(C) lim,,, [dim Ra(a)/dim Ma(Q)] = dim(P/P2)/dim(MP/MP2). 
Proof. Conclusion (A) is easily verified. Since H(M”) = RN, conclu- 
sion (B) must hold if Ma is faithful for R”. The representation space M 
is R-faithful. M, = MP2 is faithful for R/P, since the elements not in 
P are units. Thus MI = MP is faithful for RIP2 = R/R,, since by hypoth- 
eses it is faithful for P/P2. By Proposition 2.5, Ma is faithful for Ra, and 
we have proved (B). By Proposition 2.1 and Remark 2.4, the dimensions 
of Ra/RIa, M”/Mla, R,” and M,‘“, cc = cr(p), are independent of 2. The 
same proposition implies that dim(R1C((*)/R2a(*)) = q - dim(P/P2) and that 
dim(M, cr(~)/M2a(Q)) = q * dim(MP/MP2). This implies conclusion (C). n 
3. THE INITIAL ALGEBRAS R = R=(l) 
For an arbitrary integer s 3 3, we shall obtain a maximal commutative 
subalgebra R of K,, n = s2, with the properties required for constructing, 
as in Sec. 2, the maximal commutative subalgebras R”(Q) and their rep- 
resentation spaces, 4 = 2, 3,. . . . The exponent of R will be three, and 
the limit of the ratios with which we are concerned will be less than 
2/(s - 2). R and its representation space M will satisfy the hypotheses 
of Theorem 2.7 with RI = P, Ii2 = P2, M, = MP, and M, = MP2. 
MP will be faithful for PlP2, thus satisfying an hypothesis of Theorem 2.8. 
By [l, p. 68, Lemma 7.3B], R = A @ B is a maximal commutative 
subalgebra of K, if A and B are maximal commutative subalgebras of 
K,, but we are necessarily concerned that R and M satisfy the hypotheses 
of Theorem 1.2, so that Ra(*) = H(M”(Q)) holds by Theorem 2.7 for 4 > 1. 
Let A be the subalgebra of K, generated over K by the identity matrix 
I = I, and the matrix units E,,, E,,, . . . , E,,. Clearly, A is commutative 
and, if U is its representation space with basis ul, . . , u,, then 
U = ulA 
so that, by Theorem 1.1, A is maximal commutative. So also is the 
subalgebra B consisting exactly of the transposes of the elements of A; 
thus the identity matrix and the matrix units E,,, . . , Es1 generate B 
over K. We denote by ar,. . , u, the basis of the representation space V 
of B. Clearly, ZJ~ = viEil, i = 2,. . , s, belongs to every nonzero submodule 
of V. We note that 
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M = U @ V is the n-dimensional representation space of R = -4 @ B 
[3, p. 1121. {E,,li = 2,. . ., s> and {E,,li = 2,. . . , s} generate over K the 
radicals of A and B, respectively. The n - 1 linearly independent nil- 
potent elements 
{f@glffg; f=I,E,,,...,E,,; g=I,E,,,...J,,} (1) 
generate over K the radical P of R. We deduce from Eq. (1) the first of 
RIP z K; P3 = 0. (2) 
That P3 = 0 can be deduced by inspection from Eq. (1) and the following 
K basis of P2: 
{E,, 6 Ej, Ii> i > I}. (3) 
Thus R has exponent three. We verify that M and R satisfy the hypoth- 
eses of Theorem 1.2. Since U = ZQA and I’ = ~~a,B, M = U @ V is 
generated over R = A @ B by the s -- 1 elements 
{Ui @ V,li = 2,. . .) s}. (4) 
InTheorem1.2weletd = l,y=y, =uI @q; m = s - lbyEq.(4)and 
M = zyxiR, xi = ul @ witI. P is dense for the pair ((xi,. . ., xm}, {y}), 
since x,(1 @ Ej+l,l) = 6,,y. 
We observe that N = yR is generated over K by y = ui @ vi and 
by the s - 1 elements {ui @ vi = y(Eli @ Iii = 2,. . ., s}. Thus it is 
clear, using Eq. (4), that each of the s2 - s elements 
{f @ glf = I, E,,, . ., El,?; K = E,,, . , Es,} (5) 
takes M to N. It is also easily verified that each of the elements in Eq. (5) 
annihilates y. Let t E R satisfy yt = 0. Thus t = k,(l @ I) + ziki(Eli @ 
I) + t’, where t’ is a linear combination of the elements in Eq. (5). We 
have 0 = yt = ~;k,(ui @ vl), so that k, = . . . = k, = 0; t = t’. We 
have shown that each annihilator t of y satisfies Mt 5 N, as required. The 
hypotheses of Theorem 1.2 hold with M generated as in Eq. (4) and 
N = yR, y = ul @ vl. By inspection of Eq. (1) we see also that y E MP 
and that no element in Eq. (4) belongs to MP. We conclude that the 
hypotheses of Theorem 2.7 are satisfied. We summarize precisely what 
has been proved. 
Remark 3.1. Let s > 3 be an integer. Let A [let I’] be the subalgebra 
KI + z;KE,, [KI + zlKEil] of K,s. Let R = A @ B, R, = P = 
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rad K, R, = P2, M, = MP, M, = MP2, where M is the tensor product 
of the representation spaces of A and B, and is the (s2)-dimensional 
representation space of Ii. Then we have shown that the hypotheses of 
Theorem 2.7 can be satisfied. By the conclusion of Theorem 2.7, H(Mac*)) = 
Ra(‘J), q = I, 2,. Thus [see (2)] we have satisfied the hypotheses of 
Theorem 2.8 except for the faithfulness of MP as a (P/P2)-module. 
To obtain the dimension of (MP/MP2), we consider the partition 
{N, B, r} of the s2 basis elements of M, as follows: 
X={Ui @Vjli > I}; /I = {ai @ zlj~i = 1 if and only if i = 1); 
y = (Ui @ V,li > l}. (6) 
As just observed, no element of cc belongs to ME’. In view of Eq. (3), it is 
clear that for i = 2,. ., s, ui @ 71 , = (ul @ v,)(Eli @ E,,) belongs to 
MP2. An element w, = ui @ vj of p satisfies w = (z&i @J v?)(E,, @ I), if 
i f I, i f 1, while ~(1 @ E,,) # 0. The remaining element ze, = ZL] @ ‘ui 
satisfies w = (ZL~ @ z~e)(1 @ E,,), while w(E,, @ I) f 0. Thus the elements 
of p have proved to belong to MP and not to MP2, since (MP2)P = 0. 
tc, p, and y have been proved to be bases, respectively, of MIMP, 
MP/(MP2), and MP2. From Eq. (1) and Eq. (3) dim(P/P*) = s2 ~- 1 - 
(s - 1)2. We have 
dim(P/P2) = 2s - 2, dim(MP/MP2) = s2 - 2s + 2. (7) 
THEOREM 3.2. Let F > 0 and let K be a field. There exists a positive 
integer n and a rnaxinlal commutative subalgebra R of K, whose ex$onent 
is three, such that (dim R)/n < F. 
Proof. Let R and M be the algebra and module discussed in this 
section and mentioned in Remark 3.1. By that remark we may use the 
conclusions of Theorem 2.8 if MP is faithful for (P/P2), where P = rad R. 
Let r + P2 be a nonzero element of P/P2. By Eqs. (1) and (3), 
Y = 2 k,(l Q Eil) + i: ci(E,< @ I). 
2 2 
If some k, # 0, (zt2 @ V,)I = K,(u, @ vi) + 0. If some c, # 0, (z6i @ 21i)r = 
2 ci(ui @ ~1) # 0. W e h ave shown that VY # 0 for some element v E MP 
[see (S)]; MPisfaithfulfor (P/P2). By conclusions (A) and (B) of Theorem 
2.8 the algebras F(c) have exponent three and are maximal commutative 
subalgebras of Kncg,, n(q) = dim(M”(Q)), q = 1, 2,. Combining Eq. 
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(7) with conclusion (C) of Theorem 2.8 the limit of the ratios 
(dim W*))/(dim IL?(*)) is (2s - 2)/(s2 - 2s + 2). Since the integer s > 3 
is arbitrary, the proof is complete. 
4. PARAMETRIC DISPLAY OF THE RADICAL OF AN ALGEBRA Rac2) 
The maximal commutative subalgebra of K,, to be discussed is Rat2) 
(whose dimension is 22), where R = Ra(l) is the 16-dimensional maximal 
commutative subalgebra of K,, obtained in Sec. 3, using s = 4. More 
precisely, the elements diag(k, . . , k) with k E K will not be displayed; 
we show in Fig. 1 only the radical Pa of R” and choose the bases of the 
representation spaces M and M”, so that the radical P of R appears in 
the first 16 rows and columns. The first 16 of the listed basis vectors of 
Mm form a basis {or,. ., w16} of the representation space M of R. 
mOOO a00 bO0 COO d ghj a’00 b’00 c'00d 
000 OaO ObO OcO e mnp On'0 06’0 Oc’O e 
000 OOa OOb OOc f t xy OOa’ OOb’ OOc’/ 
ll 0 0 
e 00 
IO0 
OdO 
OeO 
Of0 
0 0 
Obd 
OOe 
OOf 
abc 
000 
000 
000 
d’0 0 
e’ 0 0 
f' 0 0 
0 d’0 
0 e’0 
0 f' 0 
0 0 d’ 
0 0 e’ 
0 0 f' 
a’ b’ c’ 
FIG. 1. Parametric representation of an algebra Pa(z) 
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(wr = ur @ ve, wis, wa} form a set of generators of the R-module M and 
a basis of MIMP; {w4,. . ., w13} form a basis of MP/MP2; {zo,,, w16, 
7n16 = u4 @ vl} form a basis of MP2. {w, ,, . . . , wz6} are the basis vectors 
needed for the second summand of 
M”Pm/Ma(P”)2 E M/IMP 0 M/MP. 
w13R is the submodule N of M of Theorem 1.2, N = zw,,R = Kw13 + 
K7a14 + Kw,, + Kw,,. The required set of matrices which is dense for 
the pair ({or, wg, ~a}, (7~~3)) is obtained when each parameter except 
d, e, or f of displayed algebra Pat2) vanishes and the excepted parameter 
equals one. 
The parameters a, b, , a’, . . . are arbitrary elements of the field K; 
dim R = 1 + dim P = 16; dim(R”@)) = 22. The primed parameters 
form a basis of the second component of P/P2 @ P/P2 g Pa/(Pa)z. 
For x = a, b,. . . , let n be the matrix obtained by setting x = 1, and 
the other parameters zero. The six basis vectors of PIP2 are =% = E,, Q I, 
F= E,, @ I, C = E,, @ I, d = I @ E,,, X = I @ E,,, f = I @ E,,. 
The statement concerning density can be verified: 
w,d = (~1 ~3 VN @ &I) = 2~1 @ ~1 = 7013, w,d = ~az = 0, etc. 
The following elements are a basis of P2: z = E,, @ Edl; h = 
E,, @ E,,; _I = E,, @ E,,; iii = E,, @ Esl; i? = E,, @ E,,; ji = 
E,, @ Es,; t = E,, 0 E,,; n = E,, @ Ed1; 7 = E,, BE,,. 
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